presents

Spirit Day in May

Saturday
May 3, 2008
1:00 p.m.
ONLY $10 per person
Pay at the Door
New Cumberland Senior Center
122 Geary Avenue
New Cumberland
SSP is proud to continue the tradition of
the group dinner. Each participant is
responsible for bringing a food or drink
item to share with everyone for dinner.
Please sign up for a food/drink item at the
registration table during SSP meetings or
e-mail Kelly Weaver at weaviate@aol.com
with your food choice. This way we can
be sure to have a wide variety of foods
and avoid doubles. This FEAST alone is
worth the price of admission!!
Also, don’t forget items for the White
Elephant sale that benefits the Spirit
Society of Pennsylvania. Please make sure
that all items are marked with a price!
Authors will have their books available for
purchase.

Don’t miss this SSP
treasured annual event!
Note: SSP event participants assume for him/herself
all liability of injury.

Strange Creatures in Pennsylvania
Rick Fisher
The Paranormal Society of Pennsylvania’s director & long-time paranormal researcher
& investigator, Rick Fisher, will share some bizarre reports of strange creatures in
Pennsylvania.

Ghost Hunting Technology
John Weaver &Craig Telesha
SSP’s co-founder & seasoned paranormal investigator, John Weaver, and SSP’s
technical advisor and author of “Strange Frequencies,” (a technology guide book to
ghost hunting) Craig Telesha, will explain some of the more common tech problems
that can occur on ghost investigations and how you can avoid getting false positive
evidence. They will also share some equipment that can be utilized for ghost hunting.

Supernatural Storyteller & Author
Ed Okonowicz
Fan favorite & entertaining paranormal storyteller, Ed Okonowicz, is back by popular
demand! Ed has the unique ability of holding a audience’s attention hostage as he
scares you to death one moment and has you laughing out loud the next. Ed has
written several books including ghost stories from Delaware, Maryland &
Pennsylvania, as well as a couple of fiction works.

UFO Sightings & Investigations in Pennsylvania
Butch Witkowski—MUFON PA State Section Director & Field Investigator
Butch’s program will include a presentation on what MUFON is and how it collects
data, a discussion on recent Pennsylvania sightings and the ongoing investigations in
Carbondale and Kecksburg. He will then cover what an field investigator does and
how to become one. The presentation will end with a question and answer session.

Paranormal on Patrol
Deb Snyder & Kerry Vincent
Ever wonder if law enforcement officials that patrol our area experience strange,
supernatural occurrences in the middle of the night? Here’s your chance to hear these
intriguing tales of the paranormal from two respected local officers, including SSP’s
own “Officer Deb.”

GROUP DINNER
Spirit Circle
Psychic-Medium Kelly Weaver
SSP founder & psychic-medium, Kelly Weaver, will host a Spirit Circle!
Using the guidance of the spirit world, she will answer one life question for each
person in attendance. Please remember--this is for serious attendees ONLY!

